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New Developments at
Hamilton Court

individual resident. Our aim is to bring tranquility
to the home and help our residents to relax and
reflect.

Dear Resident, Friends and Relatives,

The secured garden room has been renovated by
way of a new wheelchair accessible door and ramp
which leads into the secured courtyard. This
hopefully will help promote and maintain our
resident’s independence and purposeful mobility
in a relaxed and secured environment.

We are delighted to introduce you to our exciting
new developments within Hamilton Court Care
Home. Like most of you at home, lockdown has
been a time when we have spent more time within
our own four walls, consequently giving us a time
to reflect and see areas within our home that we
wish to improve upon. Our Residents and Staff
team in Hamilton Court Care Home have been no
different!

We wish to bring outside in and encourage our
residents to sit and chat and enjoy the pleasant
potted plants hanging baskets and shrubbery,
weather permitting!

We are aware our residents love the warmth
within our home and the atmosphere we nurture.
Therefore, to enhance our environment we feel
it is timely to upgrade and renovate certain areas
within the home, including the Dining Room,
Garden Room, Day rooms, Hairdressing room,
Staffing Area, Flooring and communal living
spaces.

We have upgraded and developed our Staffing Area
to enable our staff to enjoy a well-deserved break
in comfortable and bright surroundings.

Florence Nightingale wrote about the importance
of “quiet for healing”. The peacefulness and
ambience of our homely surroundings is no doubt
considered an integral part of holistic care which
promotes a feeling of wellbeing to include;
physical, emotional, psychological and spiritual.
With this in mind we trust that the scheme we have
chosen will fulfil this purpose. Please see Mood
Board.

All the soft furnishings etc. will be prepared
outside the home and will be installed when it is
safe to do so.

As a family run home our philosophy of care has
always been to work in partnership with each

The completion date for all downstairs works will
be subject to government guideline’s and ease

Due to the current climate we are in, we will have
to coordinate our works in a phased approach so
that we will not compromise anyone’s health and
welfare.

At this juncture, we are able to facilitate the
immediate upgrade of the staffing facilities as
this area is not available to our residents. We
aim to have works in this area completed by 1st
November 2020.

of any restrictions that will limit our ability to
progress with planned works.

look forward to welcoming you as soon as it is safe
to do so.

Finally, we appreciate your continued patience and
support throughout these strange times and we

Warmest regards,
Danny, Sharon and Management
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Contacting the home

In these testing times we have purchased a mobile. If relatives download the WhatsApp
application on their smart phone you will be able to video call your loved one. If you ring the
home and speak to nurse to let them know you’ll be ringing so they can bring mobile to your loved
one, many thanks Danny.
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